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communication, eliminating the need for additional
communications infrastructure and allowing the
communication network to grow together with the
distribution grid.
One example of a PLC technology used in low
voltage grid is PRIME, a narrowband data transmission
system technology based on Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM), in frequencies defined
by CENELEC A (between 42 kHz to 90 kHz) [8]. It uses
three modulation schemes (DBPSK, DQPSK and
D8PSK, with or without forward error correction) [9]
with a physical layer capable of achieving rates of
uncoded 128kbps, a “plug and play” MAC layer
optimised for the power line environment, a convergence
layer for IP and a convergence layer for IEC 61334-4-32
[10 - 11].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the PRIME technology oriented towards
Smart Metering. Section 3 describes how the PLC
technology is deployed on a Smart Grid consisting of a
data concentrator and smart meters in each subnetwork.
Section 4 shows the importance of testing the grid before
production environment. Section 5 explains the tool used
to monitor the Smart Grid and how the results are
analyzed. Section 6 specifies some special features of the
analysis and Section 7 summarizes the conclusions.

Abstract. This paper describes the process followed to assess
the performance of Smart Metering PLC networks based on
PRIME specification. This process is composed of a monitoring
phase dedicated to obtain data from the network (Communication
level and Application level), and an analysis phase which
produces a standardized report for each Secondary Substation
with the relevant performance data correlated with electricity grid
information. The paper includes also a section identifying
different specific abnormal behaviours in PLC Smart Meters,
working in the grid.
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1.

Introduction

The Spanish Royal Decree 809/2006, published in
June 2006 mandated that, as from 1st July 2007, all meters
to be installed in new homes should include time-of-use
functionality and remote management capabilities [1]. One
year later, the Spanish order, ITC/3860/2007 [2] forced a
massive replacement of all residential meters before 31 st of
December 2018. Further information to this replacement is
included in the IET/290/2012 [3] which describes the
milestones that must be fulfilled during the
implementation phase.
The new meters are called Smart Meters and are part
of the electricity grid known as Smart Grid. This type of
meters is the first step in the adaptation of the electricity
grid towards the future grid, with a highly automated
operation and a vast amount of monitored data.
Power Line Communications (PLC) is one of the
preferred technologies for Smart Metering [4-7]. This
technology uses the electric power lines in order to deploy
telecommunications. PLC offers low cost, ease of
deployment and scalability. The same grid used for energy
distribution provides the basis for smart metering
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj11.387

2.

PRIME technology description

PRIME technology defines two types of nodes: one
Base Node and Service Nodes. The Base Node is the core
of the system, and it is also referred to as Data
Concentrator or, simply, Concentrator. This node is
normally connected at the Secondary Substation (SS) and
it is responsible for the control of the subnetwork
including all Service Nodes (meters in the application
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layer considered in this paper) connected to it. Each node
that takes part in the Subnetwork is called Service Node.
The Service Node may operate in three different states
(Figure 1).
Disconnected: The starting point of every Service
Node. In this state the meter is not yet registered
in the subnetwork.
Terminal: Once the Service Node is registered
into the network, changes to Terminal state and it
can start communicating.
Switch: Service Nodes that are able to provide
communications access to other meters that can
also be switches or terminals.

Figure. 2. Low Voltage electricity powerline subnetwork
topology.

The deployment in Iberdrola has proven that the
technology is performing successfully and, as of today,
more than 3,500 SS’s, with more than 700,000 PRIME
smart meters, are assessed using the analysis tool
explained in this paper.

Figure. 1. State machine of a Service Node.

When a Service Node is a Switch, it acts as a repeater
of the information exchanged between the Base Node and
any Service Node connected to the subnetwork through
this Switch. In the subnetwork, each Switch is identified
with an identification number called SID.
Service Nodes change their state depending on the
grid conditions (attenuation, noise) in real time, and they
may be in different states during a certain period, as the
subnetwork is dynamic.
The communication relationship among the Base
Node and the Service Nodes is Master / Slave.
PRIME is a technology that allows real time
monitoring of Smart Metering networks. The main
monitored concept is meter availability. This parameter
shows when a meter is ready to communicate in a
subnetwork, and is based on PRIME state machine (Figure
1).

3.

4.

In a perfect world (e.g., a laboratory installation),
where all the elements of the subnetwork work without
errors, it is not necessary to analyze the behaviour of
smart meters. However, it is very common in field
installations to find unexpected behaviours, and problems
related to the grid conditions themselves or to the
different operation and maintenance problems that affect
to any electronic and / or telecommunications device.
Classification of common problems can be found in
Table I. It is important to clarify that the nomenclature of
the devices depends on the protocol layer considered. In
PRIME layer, as it is mentioned in Section 2, the devices
are called Service Nodes and Base Node, but in the
application layer (DLMS protocol in smart metering
networks), these devices are called meters and
concentrator respectively.

Deployment of PLC technology

PRIME uses the electricity grid to create and maintain
the topology of the subnetworks. As the network elements
are plug and play, the deployment is straight-forward in all
cases. Figure 2 shows a typical topology of electricity grid
elements for PRIME. CGP is the Spanish acronym for
Fuse Box that According to Spanish REBT [12], is the
border in LV grid property between the utility and the end
users.
One of the advantages of PRIME is that a wide variety
of manufacturers offer products compliant with the
specification, as guaranteed by a certification process
inside PRIME Alliance [13]. Based on this, there is a fullfledged ecosystem with enough competence and
competitors for the electricity companies.

https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj11.387

The importance of the analysis during
massive deployment in PRIME

The following list shows usual behaviours found during
the test analysis:
1) Meters not found in the Subnetwork.
2) Meters found in a different SS than expected.
3) Meters registered in PRIME subnetwork but not
functional at application level.
4) Meters not found in any network.
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Table I. – Classification of problems for Smart Metering [14]
Environment
Problems
Electricity
Devices not correctly assigned in
Network
databases (electricity grid likely structure,
…).
Electricity infrastructure related problems
(transformer, LV panel, electricity line,
phase, …).
PLC Network
Devices not communicating permanently.
Devices not communicating occasionally
(noise events, …).
Devices communicating through different
Base Nodes.
Metering
Devices not working properly from an
Network
application level perspective (for some
type of queries, reports, …).
Device Faults
Permanent failures.
Progressive failures.

Figure. 3. PRIME Subnetwork evolution example, in
an exceptional noisy grid

2) PRIME availability of each meter. It is considered in
terms of percentage of time.
3) PRIME availability of meters identified by its
situation in the electrical network (see Figure 4).

These behaviours are usually caused by the problems
explained in Table I and generate performance issues in
the meters. Bad implementations of PRIME protocol may
also cause performance problems, and they must be
considered during the analysis.
All these problems should be solved before the Smart
Meters are connected to Meter Data Management (MDM)
systems. This is the reason why stress tests and analysis
are mandated and performed in Iberdrola for all deployed
SS’s.

5.

Figure. 4. PRIME Availability order by its situation

4) PRIME hierarchy of the subnetwork. It is a tool to
generate a hierarchy map between the concentrator
and meters. It shows if a meter is in terminal or
switch state and, in case of being in switch state,
what meters communicate with it. It is presented
both as the instantaneous situation, and the most
common situations.

Description of the analysis of PRIME
Smart Meters networks

Using the tool mentioned in [14], every SS deployed
with Smart Meters goes through a monitoring and analysis
process that is oriented to assess its performance, and to
identify operational problems. The tool implements a
methodology specifically developed for this purpose.
The monitoring stage gathers all the information
needed to assess the performance during a one week
period, both from the PRIME communication level, and
the application level (DLMS / COSEM). The analysis
stage performs the assessment of the results, based on the
correlation of all data, together with basic electricity
infrastructure.
A typical report generated by the tool contains the
following information:
1) PRIME subnetwork evolution. It is a graph with the
evolution of the registered nodes in the subnetwork. It
is also important to have the same graph with the
evolution of the switches (see Figure 3).

Figure. 5. PRIME Hierarchy

https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj11.387
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5) PRIME availability of meter concentrations.

Figure. 7. Example of a line problem

o

o
o

Application level:
o
General problem of the network, normally
caused by a DLMS problem in the concentrator
or in all meters, or by a problem with the
concentrator firmware version.
o
Individual problem of a meter or a group of
them. Normally the meters do not respond to the
requests performed by the concentrator, or they
respond with unexpected data.

Figure. 6. PRIME availability of meter concentrations example

6) Application level evolution: It is a graph with the
evolution of the successes in the different simulated
measures.
7) Application level availability. It is considered in terms
of percentage of successful transactions at DLMS
Cosem level (load curve, measures etc.) between the
concentrator and each meter.Depending on the
number of meters associated to the concentrator, the
number of transactions attempted will be different in
the same period of time.

Database connectivity consistency:
o PRIME is an adequate way to detect the
electrical connectivity, because smart meters
register to the Base Node connected to its SS.
Comparing field results with expected results
(customer database information registered by
the company), database consistency can be
checked and corrected if needed. Even more,
with appropriate hardware in the SS, it is
possible to identify the LV line and phase each
meter is connected to (phase is provided by
means of zero-cross measurements).

Once the result is generated, there are important points that
have to be checked to confirm the good health of a
particular subnetwork. Following is a list of the problems
that are detected with this information:
PRIME level:
o
General problem of the subnetwork, normally
caused by a noise or by a bad physical
installation. Analysing the evolution of the
number of connected nodes using the graph
created with the tool, it is easy to see that the
network does not manage to register every node.
If it is due to a periodic noise, we will see some
periodic “dips” in the graph as in the Figure 3.
o
Meter concentration problem. These problems are
easy to find considering PRIME availability of
meter concentrations, and may be caused by
concentration noise.
o
Line problem, detected by analysing the graph of
PRIME availability ordered by its location as it is
shown in the Figure 7.
o
Phase problem, normally caused by a noise
affecting only to one phase. In this type of
problems, meters in a phase usually have worse
performance than other meters in the same line
but in different phases.

https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj11.387

Transformer level problem. Normally because
an auxiliary node [14] is needed but it is not
communicating properly or its installation is
incorrect.
Individual problem of a meter such as incorrect
firmware version or a bad installation.
Manufacturer related problem. It is caused due
to software issues, or hardware limitations.

o
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SS Categorization: Once we have enough
networks deployed and analyzed, it is possible
to categorize them and predict (always
considering possible deviations caused by
particular problems of the network) expected
behavior of each network taking into account its
electrical grid characteristics. For these
purposes, two electrical parameters are used:
number of Points of Supply (meters in the
network) and concentration level of these meters
in CGP’s, also called density of Points of
Supply [15]. The categorization with these two
parameters is shown in Table II:
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Points of Supply
(PoS)

Table II.- Categorization of SS's

6.

0 < PoS
<=100

Density of Points of Supply (DPoS)
0 < DPoS
0 < DPoS
6 < DPoS
<= 6
<= 6
<= 12
Category G
Category A
Category B

100 <PoS
<=300

Category H

Category C

Category D

300<PoS

Category I

Category E

Category F

Special features of the analysis

The analysis performed during the deployment is used
to identify special undesired events within a subnetwork.
One of them is cyclic noise, which can be located:
1) Globally, in the concentrator under analysis.
2) In the concentrator under analysis and thus in all
meters of its subnetwork.
3) In one or more lines, CGP’s, addresses or phases,
affecting only to devices located there.
The noise is usually caused by different devices
connected to the grid, which may introduce variations in
noise levels and impedances, affecting directly to the SNR.
Because of that, Service Nodes suffer disconnections,
which can be of different durations depending on the
characteristics of the perturbation.
Using PRIME Subnetwork Evolution graph in the
analysis tool, it is possible to identify this type of problems
easily. Figure 3 shows an example of this cyclic noise.
Once the affected devices are identified, it is
necessary to find the noise source to solve the problem. To
help with this work, the analysis tool generates a table that
shows the likely electrical topology of the subnetwork. In
this table, CGPs are ordered by their average availability,
assuming that the better availability, the closer to the
concentrator is the CGP. Figure 8 shows an example of
this table where each row represents each LV electricity
line of the grid.

Figure. 9. Example of a centralization/manufacturer table

7.

This paper has explained the need to analyse the results
obtained in the deployment of Smart Metering networks
based on PRIME specifications. The paper has also
covered the typical performance analysis made for all
deployed SS’s, highlighting the different problems that
might be found in this kind of deployment, and giving
insights on its origins.
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